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The understanding of how the spin moment of a magnetic molecule transfers to a carbon nanotube,
when the molecule is attached to it, is crucial for designing novel supramolecular spin devices. Here
we explore such an issue by modeling the spin transport of a single-walled carbon nanotube grafted
with one nickelocene molecule. In particular we investigate how the electron transport becomes
spin-polarized depending on the specific linking group bonding nickelocene to the nanotube. We
consider as linkers both aziridine and pyrrolidine rings and the amide group. Our calculations show
that, at variance with aziridine, both pyrrolidine and amide, do alter the sp2 character of the bind-
ing site of the nanotube and thus affect the transmission around the Fermi level. However, only
aziridine allows transferring the spin polarization of the nickelocene to the nanotube, whose conduc-
tance at the Fermi level becomes spin-polarized. This suggests the superiority of aziridine as a linker
for grafting magnetic molecules onto carbon nanotubes with efficient spin filtering functionality.
© 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4721628]

I. INTRODUCTION

Following the continuous miniaturization of silicon-
based microelectronic devices, molecular spintronics is
winning growing attention as a platform for logic and mem-
ory devices.1, 2 Sandwiching organic molecules between two
ferromagnetic electrodes is one widely used experimental
approach for constructing molecular spintronic devices. An-
other possibility is that of connecting magnetic molecules to
non-magnetic leads.3–5 In this case, single-walled carbon nan-
otubes (SWCNTs) may be an interesting material set to ex-
plore. SWCNTs with nearly perfect structures are easily avail-
able in large quantities and since their diameters are about
1–2 nm, they are suitable for future circuit interconnects
with ultrahigh integration density. More importantly for
spintronics the spin-relaxation length in honeycomb carbon
is very long thus that SWCNTs can be used as spin channels
with ballistic transport characteristics.6 Finally it is important
to note that in a SWCNT all the atoms reside on the surface,
so that one expects that small surface modifications may
produce large effects on the electron transmission.

For this reason grafting and coupling appropriate mag-
netic molecules on SWCNTs to construct supramolecular
spintronic devices with specific functionality, good perfor-
mance and high thermal stability appear as a tantalizing
prospect for molecular spintronics.1, 7 Note that grafting mag-
netic molecules on SWCNTs can also be considered as a sort
of doping strategy for CNTs. Previous experimental and the-
oretical investigations have shown the possibility of induc-

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
smhou@pku.edu.cn.

ing a spin polarization in SWCNTs by adsorbing 3d transi-
tion metal atoms,8–10 whereas organic molecules have been
mainly used to tune the carrier type and concentration.11, 12

Only rarely molecules have been employed as a source of
spin.13–15 However, compared with the limited doping types
of 3d transition metal atoms, both the atomic structure and
the magnetic properties of organic molecules are more easily
tuned to meet the required conditions for the production of
spintronic devices.

Magnetic molecules have been already success-
fully grafted onto SWCNTs by using appropriate linker
groups.14–17 In particular supramolecular spin valves con-
sisting of bis(phthalocyaninato)terbium (III) complexes
attached to a SWCNT have been recently assembled. These
may display a magnetoresistance ratio in excess of 300%
at temperatures below 1 K.15 The key question in such
experiments is related to how the spin moment resident on the
magnetic molecule transfers to the CNT, and thus modifies
its transport properties. Clearly two ingredients are relevant
for such transfer. On the one hand the magnetic ground state
of the molecule produces a well-defined set of spin-polarized
molecular orbitals, which may electronically couple to the
conducting SWCNT channel. On the other hand the linker
groups, as in conventional molecular electronic devices,18–23

control the strength and the efficiency of the electronic
coupling between the magnetic molecules and the SWCNT,
thus they ultimately control the spin interaction.24 In a
recent paper we have explored how changing the magnetic
molecule affects the spin-polarization of a SWCNT.25 Here
we concentrate on the second ingredient, i.e., we investigate
how the same magnetic molecule (nickelocene—NiCp2)
(Refs. 25–28) may become an efficient source of spin
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polarization depending on the specific linking group used to
attach it to a SWCNT.

Our study is carried out by employing the non-
equilibrium Green’s function formalism combined with
spin density functional theory (i.e., the NEGF + DFT
approach).29–37 We consider here a (4,4) armchair SWCNT
(Refs. 25 and 38–40) as transport channel and a number
of linker groups, which all form a covalent bond with the
nanotube. When compared to linker groups providing non-
covalent interaction between the target molecule and the nan-
otube sidewall, the covalent linkers improve significantly the
device stability. Furthermore, the covalent approach allows us
some control in the degree of functionalization and therefore
in the properties of the fabricated device. Thus, three different
covalent linkers are considered here, namely, aziridine rings,
pyrrolidine rings, and the amide group. These are often em-
ployed to wire a target molecule to the nanotube sidewall,41 as
documented in recent reviews.42, 43 Our calculations show that
both pyrrolidine and amide cause a reduction in the transmis-
sion around the Fermi level (EF) due to the sp2 → sp3 transi-
tion occurring upon the bond formation. In contrast, aziridine
attaches to the two carbon atoms perpendicular to the nan-
otube axis, it does not destroy the sp2 character and the nan-
otube conductance is little affected. It is only in this last situ-
ation that the transfer of the molecule spin polarization to the
nanotube is efficient. In fact our calculations show that only
when NiCp2 is bonded to the SWCNTs via aziridine the low-
bias electron transport through the nanotube becomes spin-
polarized. This demonstrates that the linking group, as well
as the magnetic molecule itself, plays a crucial role in the for-
mation of supramolecular devices capable of filtering spins.

II. CALCULATION METHOD

Geometry optimization and electronic structure calcula-
tions have been performed by using the SIESTA package.44

We use improved Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials to de-
scribe the core electrons and the generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA) of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) for the
exchange and correlation energy.45, 46 The wave functions for
the valence electrons are expanded over a finite range numer-
ical basis set, and a user-defined double zeta plus polarization
(DZP) basis set is constructed for all elements including H,
C, N, O, and Ni.25, 28 Geometry optimization is performed by
conjugate gradient relaxation until the forces are smaller than
0.03 eV Å−1.

The spin-polarized transport calculations have been per-
formed by using the SMEAGOL package,36, 37 which is a
practical implementation of the NEGF + DFT approach.
Since SMEAGOL uses SIESTA as the DFT platform, we
employ the same pseudopotentials, basis set and GGA func-
tional, for both the geometry relaxation and the transport.
Note that in this particular case the GGA functional seems
quite adequate for the transport and we have checked that
the inclusion of self-interaction corrections changes little the
results.47 The charge density is integrated over 70 energy
points along the semi-circle, 25 energy points along the line
in the complex plane, and 20 poles in the Fermi distribution
(the electronic temperature is 25 meV). The zero-bias trans-

mission functions for the spin-up and spin-down electrons
(σ = ↑/↓) are calculated from48

Tσ (E) = T r[�1Gσ�2G
+
σ ](E),

where Gσ is the spin-dependent retarded Green’s function of
the extended molecule and �1,2 are the broadening functions
of the left and right electrodes. It should be noted that the
broadening functions �1,2 are independent of spin since the
semi-infinite SWCNT electrodes are not spin-polarized. More
details about the numerical implementation can be found in
the literature.36, 37 The simulation cell consists of a 28.53 Å
long (4,4) SWCNT which has absorbed the molecule of in-
terest. This attaches to perfectly crystalline (4,4) SWCNTs,
which act as the electrodes. As such, the transmission for a
molecule-free nanotube is expected to be an integer (T = 2
at the Fermi level). In this case we do not consider the more
realistic geometry where the leads are made of standard met-
als (for example, gold) as we wish to single out the scattering
properties of the molecules.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effects of the linkers on the transport properties of
a pristine (4,4) armchair SWCNT

Since the linker groups control both the atomic structure
and the electronic coupling at the molecule-SWCNT inter-
face, we first investigate the electronic transport properties
of the (4,4) armchair SWCNT functionalized with the three
covalent linkers only (i.e., without connecting NiCp2). As
shown in Fig. 1, there are two different binding configura-
tions for aziridine and pyrrolidine depending on whether the
reacted C-sites on the CNT are either perpendicular (type-O)
or slanted (type-S) to the tube axis. Let us start our analysis
from aziridine [Fig. 1(a)].

For the type-O configuration, the distance between the
two reacted C atoms on the nanotube is optimized to be
2.147 Å, which is much larger than both the C–C bond length
for the sp2 bond of a pristine tube (of 1.438 Å) and the sp3 one
in ethane (1.54 Å). This means that the bond on the nanotube
is broken and that a seven-membered ring with sp2 charac-
ter is actually formed. In contrast in the type-S configuration
the C–C bond length at the reacted sites remains comparable
to that of ethane (1.527 Å), suggesting an sp2 to sp3 transi-
tion upon aziridine bonding. In this case a three-membered
ring with relatively large strain energy is formed. This is sup-
ported by the fact that the binding energy of type-O (3.23 eV)
is calculated to be about 1.3 eV higher than that of type-S
(1.92 eV), in good agreement with previous plane-wave DFT
calculations.49

These drastically different atomic structures anticipate
that their effects on the SWCNT transmission might be also
radically different. As shown in Fig. 1(a) in the type-O con-
figuration the attachment of the –NH group does not perturb
the SWCNT transmission, T(E), in a broad energy range near
the Fermi level, except for the sharp transmission dip with
value T = 0.86 appearing at −1.66 eV. In contrast, when
aziridine binds in the type-S configuration it remarkably
reduces the nanotube transmission around the Fermi level
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FIG. 1. Transmission coefficient as a function of energy for a (4,4) SWCNT
functionalized with different linking groups: (a) aziridine ring, (b) pyrroli-
dine ring, and (c) amide. In the insets we report the geometry of the bonding
structures investigated. For both aziridine and pyrrolidine we have considered
two different bonding geometries, type-O (right) and type-S (left), depending
on whether the reacted C sites are either perpendicular or slanted to the tube
axis. For amide we have only considered the atop bonding site. In all the
figures we also report the transmission coefficient for the pristine SWCNT
(black dashed line).

and two broad transmission dips approaching unity appear at
−1.47 eV and 0.65 eV.

These different transport properties can be traced back
to the different effects that aziridine has on the SWCNT. For
the type-O configuration, not only the two C atoms at the
binding site recover their sp2 hybridization, but also the mir-
ror symmetry of the nanotube is maintained. Thus, the two
SWCNT linear bands at EF, which are, respectively, labeled
as the π and π* according to their symmetry with respect to
the mirror planes containing the tube axis,50 form two fully
open conducting channels around the Fermi level as if the
–NH group would not exist. In contrast, in the type-S con-
figuration the –NH group breaks locally the mirror symmetry

of the nanotube and induces sp3 hybridization. As such there
is now band mixing and electron scattering is introduced in
both the π and π* conducting channels.51–54 Eigenchannel55

and scattering-state analysis56 show that at EF one conduct-
ing channel is only partially open with the transmission
T = 0.47, while the other remains fully open, so that both the
π and π* bands simultaneously make contributions to the two
conducting channels. The situation changes at −1.47 eV and
0.65 eV, where only one fully open conducting channel ex-
ists and the other one gets completely blocked. Although the
conductance persistence for SWCNTs functionalized with the
nitrene group in the type-O configuration has not been exper-
imentally confirmed, this effect has been observed in metallic
SWCNTs functionalized by dichlorocarbene groups,57 which
have similar atomic structures at the binding site.49

Moving now to pyrrolidine we note that in this case the
binding energy of the type-S configuration is about 0.28 eV
larger than that of the type-O.58 Furthermore the distance be-
tween the two C atoms at the binding site in the type-O con-
figuration is now only 1.678 Å. Since the C–C distances in the
pyrrolidine rings of both configurations are close to the C–C
bond length for sp3 hybridization, electron scattering occurs
for both the π and π* bands and thus T(E) around the Fermi
level are both decreased as compared with that of the pristine
SWCNT [shown in Fig. 1(b)].

Finally the binding geometry for the amide group is much
simpler, as this adsorbs at the atop site. Since an obvious
sp2 → sp3 transition occurs for the connecting carbon atom,59

the adsorption of the amide group reduces the transmission
around the Fermi level, especially at −0.32 eV where a full
conducting channel is completely shut down [see Fig. 1(c)].

B. Effects of the linkers on the spin transport
properties of the (4,4) armchair SWCNT grafted
with one nickelocene molecule

We now move to investigate the spin transport proper-
ties of a single nickelocene molecule attached to the SWCNT.
Note that for every linker we consider here only the most sta-
ble binding geometry. Since the electronic structure of NiCp2

in the staggered configuration is essentially identical to that of
the eclipsed one,26, 27 for the sake of brevity only the eclipsed
configuration has been considered in our study. The ground-
state electronic structure of an isolated nickelocene molecule
is spin-polarized with a spin moment of 2 μB.26, 27 This can be
explained by charge-transfer. In fact although an isolated Ni
atom has a [Ar]3d84s2 electronic configuration, in NiCp2 the
bonding between Ni and the two Cp rings is dominated by the
Ni 3d atomic orbitals and the Cp π -type ones. The strong D5h

crystalline field splits the d-shell into the A1 (dz2 ) singlet and
the E2 (dxy, dx2−y2 ) and E1 (dxz, dyz) doublets. Two of the 10
valence electrons are transferred from Ni to the Cp rings and
six of them completely fill the lower lying molecular orbitals
composed of the Ni 3d levels with A1 and E2 symmetry. The
remaining two valence electrons can only partially occupy the
doubly degenerate molecular orbitals composed of the Ni 3d
levels with E1 symmetry and the Cp π -type ones resulting
in a triplet ground state. Thus, the doubly degenerate doubly
occupied molecular orbital mainly composed of Ni 3dyz and
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FIG. 2. (a) The optimized geometry structure of one nickelocene molecule attached to the (4,4) SWCNT sidewall through the aziridine ring in the type-O
configuration; left panel: side view and right panel: along the nanotube axis. (b) The spin-resolved zero-bias transmission spectra, the blue dot line for the spin-
up electrons, and the red solid line for the spin-down electrons. The transmission spectrum for the pristine SWCNT (dash line) is also given for comparison;
(c) the DOS of the N atom; (d) the DOS of the Ni center.

3dxz is the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) for the
spin-up electrons, while it is the lowest unoccupied molecule
orbital (LUMO) for spin-down.

Let us start our analysis from NiCp2 attached to the nan-
otube via aziridine ring (type-O configuration) [see Fig. 2(a)].
When NiCp2 adsorbs on the nanotube the molecule original
D5h symmetry is significantly lowered, although a reflection
symmetry operation with respect to the mirror plane contain-
ing the CN bond and the Ni atom can still be applied (minor
deviations are due to the relaxation of the Cp ring close to the
binding site). Furthermore, due to the sp3 hybridization oc-
curring at the N site, the two Cp rings form an angle of 28.85◦

with the tube axis. As such, the shortest distances between the
C atoms in the Cp ring and those in the SWCNT are calcu-
lated to be 2.422 Å, 2.796 Å, and 3.384 Å. Some of these are
much shorter than twice the C van der Waals radius (1.70 Å).
Note that in this case of rather strong covalent bonding van
der Waals interactions are not expected to play a major role in
determining the geometry of the molecules on the nanotube
sidewall. This has been confirmed by additional calculations
performed with van der Waals DFT functional,60 which show
that the differences in any given bond length are never larger
than 0.04 Å, causing no change in the transport properties.

In Fig. 2(b) we present the spin-resolved transmission
spectrum of the nanotube functionalized with aziridine/NiCp2

(type-O structure). As one can see the most striking fea-
ture is that the adsorption of nickelocene makes T(E) spin-
polarized. For both spin-up and spin-down electrons T(E) can
be described as composed of a smooth “baseline,” which re-
sembles the transmission of the SWCNT functionalized by
aziridine only [Fig. 1(a)], plus dips which are caused by the
adsorbed nickelocene. To be more specific, for spin-up elec-

trons two transmission dips approaching unity appear below
the Fermi level, a narrow one at −0.03 eV and a broad one
at −0.25 eV. Eigenchannel analysis shows that only one con-
ducting channel remains open at these two energies, namely,
π* (π ) at −0.03 eV (−0.25 eV). In contrast, the transmission
dips for spin-down electrons occur at −1.58 eV and 0.70 eV,
i.e., they are far away from EF. Since for efficient spin filter-
ing the transmission of the two spin orientations must differ
appreciably over a sufficiently broad energy range near the
Fermi level,54 our results demonstrate that aziridine is a suit-
able linker for constructing supramolecular spin-devices.

A deeper insight into the conductance of NiCp2/aziridine
functionalized SWCNT can be obtained from the DOS of the
N and Ni atoms, shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), which unsur-
prisingly presents spin-polarization for both. Around EF there
is a one-to-one correspondence between the Ni DOS and the
transmission dips, indicating that electron scattering gener-
ated by the interaction between the NiCp2 frontier molecu-
lar orbitals and the two low-energy SWCNT bands results in
the reduced transmission. Although NiCp2 remains spin po-
larization after adsorption on the nanotube, the degeneracy of
the HOMO is lifted. This is now composed of the Ni 3dxz

atomic orbital only, which is even under the reflection sym-
metry operation with respect to the mirror plane containing
the connecting CN bond. As such the NiCp2 HOMO inter-
acts mostly with the SWCNT π state and thus induces the
transmission dip at −0.03 eV. This is a typical through-bond
interaction because the DOS of the connecting N atom shows
a sharp resonance peak at the same energy. In contrast the
HOMO-1, composed of the Ni 3dyz atomic orbital and odd
under the same reflection symmetry, interacts strongly with
the SWCNT π* state and induces the transmission dip at
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FIG. 3. (a) The optimized geometry structure of one nickelocene molecule
attached to the (4,4) SWCNT sidewall through the –CH2N-group; left panel:
side view and right panel: along the nanotube axis. (b) The spin-resolved
zero-bias transmission spectra, the blue dot line for the spin-up electrons and
the red solid line for the spin-down electrons. The transmission spectrum for
the pristine SWCNT (dash line) is also given for comparison; (c) the DOS
of the Ni center.

−0.25 eV. In this case the interaction is a through-space type
due to the lack of the DOS peak of the N atom at the corre-
sponding energy. It should be noted that the short distance be-
tween the binding Cp ring and the nanotube sidewall makes
the interaction between the odd HOMO-1 of NiCp2 and the
SWCNT π* state much stronger, as evidenced by the much
broader transmission dip at −0.25 eV. Finally, the NiCp2

LUMO remains nearly degenerate, and the Ni 3dyz and 3dxz

atomic orbitals contribute together to the DOS peak at 0.70 eV
for spin-down electrons. As they interact, respectively, with
the SWCNT π* and π bands, the transmission at 0.70 eV is
depressed significantly.

In order to further confirm the above analysis, we insert
a methylene (–CH2–) group between NiCp2 and aziridine.
The optimized atomic structure and the corresponding spin-
resolved transmission spectra of this new system are shown

FIG. 4. (a) The optimized geometry structure of one nickelocene molecule
attached to the (4,4) SWCNT sidewall through the pyrrolidine ring in the
type-S configuration. (b) The spin-resolved zero-bias transmission spectra,
the blue dot line for the spin-up electrons and the red solid line for the spin-
down electrons. The transmission spectrum for the pristine SWCNT (dash
line) is also given for comparison; (c) the DOS of the Ni center.

in Fig. 3. When compared to the case where the methylene
group is absent [Fig. 2(b)], the most obvious difference is
that the spin-up transmission dip at −0.25 eV below EF and
the spin-down one at 0.70 eV both disappear (although a
transmission dip at −0.04 eV still exists for spin-up). As one
can see from the Ni DOS [Fig. 3(c)], for spin-up electrons two
well-separated peaks originating from the Ni 3dyz and 3dxz

atomic orbitals are just below EF with the corresponding spin-
down peaks appearing at 0.90 eV and 0.95 eV. Therefore,
the changes in the transmission spectra can be attributed to
the inserted methylene group. On the one hand, the methylene
group greatly increases the distance between NiCp2 and the
nanotube and thus the NiCp2 odd HOMO-1 cannot any longer
affect the SWCNT π* state and reduce the transmission.
On the other hand, the methylene group shifts the NiCp2
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FIG. 5. (a) The optimized geometry structure of one nickelocene molecule
attached to the (4,4) SWCNT sidewall through the amide group. (b) The spin-
resolved zero-bias transmission spectra, the blue dot line for the spin-up elec-
trons and the red solid line for the spin-down electrons. The transmission
spectrum for the pristine SWCNT (dash line) is also given for comparison;
(c) the DOS of the Ni center.

LUMO to higher energies and thus the transmission dip for
spin-down electrons shifts from 0.70 eV to 0.92 eV.

Next we connect NiCp2 to the nanotube through the
pyrrolidine ring in the type-S configuration (see Fig. 4). Al-
though the transmission is still spin-polarized, T(E) for the
two spins differ marginally: the dips are considerably narrow
and the two baselines coincide over a broad energy range.
Since the current is obtained by integrating the transmission
over a finite energy range, we conclude that NiCp2/pyrrolidine
does not effectively act as a spin filter. In general the very
narrow transmission dips appearing around EF simply indi-
cate that pyrrolidine makes NiCp2 interacting weakly with
the nanotube, so that there is no transfer of spin-polarization.

The reasons for the weak electronic coupling provided by the
pyrrolidine ring lie in two facts: (1) the C–C and C–N bonds in
the pyrrolidine ring are all σ -type, which are not efficient spin
channels;61 (2) the distance between NiCp2 and the SWCNT
is very large thus through-space interactions cannot occur.

Finally we investigate the spin transport properties of
NiCp2 connected to the SWCNT through the amide group
(Fig. 5). In contrast to the cases of aziridine and pyrroli-
dine, where the interaction induces simple transmission dips
around the Fermi level, this time a sharp transmission peak
approaching two appears at −0.07 eV for spin-up electrons
(note that the “baseline” transmission is around 1 at that par-
ticular energy). Since such transmission peak is accompanied
by a small dip, it is more accurately described as a Fano
resonance.62 When one looks at the spin-resolved DOS of the
Ni center, this resonance originates from the NiCp2 HOMO
dominated by the Ni 3dxz atomic orbital. Since there are only
sharp peaks in the spin-resolved DOS of the Ni center around
the Fermi level, the transmission curves for the spin-up and
spin-down electrons are almost identical except for the Fano
resonance around −0.07 eV. This indicates that the spin filter-
ing efficiency of NiCp2/amide functionalized SWCNT is not
very high.

IV. CONCLUSION

When a magnetic molecule is attached to a conducting
channel it can transfer spin-polarization to it so to modify
the channel electron transmission. The magnitude and effi-
ciency of such transfer depend on the magnetic ground state
of the molecule and on the way that is bonded to the chan-
nel. Expanding on our recent work,25 where we explored
how the molecule spin-state affects the electron transport of
a SWCNT, here we investigate how the efficiency of the spin-
transfer depends on the linking group between the molecule,
NiCp2, and the nanotube. We find that the pyrrolidine ring
and the amide group, which both produce a sp2 to sp3 bond
reconfiguration at the reacted SWCNT site, reduce the elec-
tron transmission but fail in transferring spin-polarization. In
contrast an aziridine ring perturbs less the nanotube trans-
mission but couples the spin efficiently so that the low-
bias conductance becomes spin-polarized. Our results demon-
strate how subtle is bond engineering for spin transfer and
how the choice of linking groups is crucial for constructing
supramolecular spin-devices.
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